
The Fabulous First 5 Minutes and the Possibili-tree TM – presented by Julie Davey at  
The Positive Schools 2013 Mental Health & Wellbeing Conference in Perth, Brisbane and Melbourne

Imagine how empowered, positive and productive your students will be, when they learn effective 
strategies that can help them solve their own problems from an early age.

Many people focus on, and talk about, negative things such as:    

• what they don’t want,

• what they don’t like about themselves, and 

• what is going wrong in their world,

  ... often they expect things to improve.

But when they focus on the problems, all they tend to see are... the problems! 

 Negative thoughts can become ‘heavy on the mind’ and may: 

        • lower personal energy levels, 

        • deplete the immune system,

        • create long term negative attitudes,

  • close people off from considering new possibilities, and 

  • lead to the use of food, alcohol and drugs as ‘crutches’.

          If we want to find solutions, 
          it is more logical, and healthier, 
          to think about positive outcomes.

For example:

        • what do we want to experience instead?

        • what would we prefer to see, hear or feel?

A man cannot directly choose his circumstances, but he can choose 
his thoughts, and so indirectly, yet surely, shape his circumstances. 

- James Allen 1902 

It’s been well documented that writing about feelings and worries has a way of helping to ease the 
mind – whatever our age. It’s as if the mind says – 
“Oh good, now I don’t have to keep thinking about that, because it’s down on paper”. 

 And whilst it is releasing and cathartic to get things down on paper, in the process of    
 working through a problem, writing also allows for clarification and objective viewing. 

     
         And what will you think about then?...



The Fabulous First 5 Minutes program assists students to:

• find a positive possibility in any event

• switch their focus to avoid dwelling on ‘problems’

• think differently about their apparent problems.

• learn to think more optimistically (ref: Learned Optimism by Martin Seligman)

• create a habit of daily practice

This program has been based upon age-old assertions and success principles such as:

• We choose our thoughts and feelings.

• Our levels of health, happiness and success are based upon how we respond to what happens,  
 more-so than what actually happens to us.

• We are responsible for our responses.

• What we think and talk about the most, tends to become real for us.

• No-one can make us feel interior without our consent. – Eleanor Roosevelt

• If we want to do, be or have something, we are more likely to achieve it 
 if we set a goal for it, write it down and work towards it.   

• We are far more likely to be successful if we focus on what we do want, 
 rather than what we don’t want...

• Our thoughts and feelings affect our bodies.

The first book in the A for Attitude series was written in 1997 at the time when the Human Rights 
and Equal Opportunity Commission found that there was a:
        “huge un-met need to provide preventive strategies – both in and out of school.”

and they predicted that:

 “One in five teenage school children will have a mental health problem 
  and most will not seek or receive  treatment…”

Since then wellbeing has become well supported in schools but there’s no substitute for getting it 
‘right’, right from the start...

The FabFirst5 is designed to be taught in school 
and then practiced at home, hopefully with all family 
members participating.

 “The more you REHEARSE OPTIMISTIC THOUGHTS, 
 the more natural and ingrained they will become.

 With time, they will be a part of you and you will have made yourself 
 into an altogether different person.”
        from “The How of Happiness”
         by Sonja Lyubomirsky
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When worries are written down 

                children can focus on finding solutions.

The FabFirst5 concept highlights the power of focus, and teaches children that:
 • everyone has problems from time to time
 • all problems have solutions
 • most problems have obvious gifts within them

and  
 • as Albert Einstein pointed out:   “We can’t solve problems by using the same kind of thinking  
      we used when we created them.”

  The FabFirst5 process of focussing on, and moving toward, what you want to achieve  
  each day, provides more control and direction for a person, just as; taking to the sea  
  in a boat with a rudder, and a compass helps that person reach their destination (goals) 
… rather than heading out each day with no guidance or steerage and being tossed about 
indiscriminately by whatever nature (life) throws at us.

During the workshop at the Positive Schools Conference, the FabFirst5 process and the 
development of the Possibili-tree will be presented via Powerpoint to show you how it works 
including some opportunities for participants to try it out then we will investigate the various 
ways you can use this in the classroom.

To get the greatest benefit from the process to help students create a positive habit, practice it with 
your students first thing each morning for about a month.

An App for iPads is currently being created for this program and should be available by Sept 13.

Students can make their own tree and leaves...

When your students make their own personal tree, it:
 • provides a greater sense of ownership in the overall activity 
  so they will be more likely to engage;

 • helps start the process for ‘kinesthetic’ or ‘hands on’ learners, 
  which may help them to identify their feelings

 • provides an opportunity for them to succeed and  
  create something to personalise their room at home.



Classroom trees

      You may wish to practice this activity as a group, with   
       a class tree, to show your students how the process works. 

Topics could be much publicised issues (community problems) such as:
 • our water supply;
 • climate change;
 • bullying in the school or general community; and

  • street crime, etc.

Then consider as a group, alternative ways of thinking when it comes to ‘turning over a new leaf’.

Practice makes perfect

The more often your students imagine themselves (pretend and practice) being happy, confident and 
successful, enjoying their life they way they’d like it to be – the more likely they are, to create that for 
themselves.

Students might imagine:

  – perhaps someone their own age being friendly and taking an interest in them;

   – themselves having a good time, laughing, playing happily, and/or

  – being invited to another party, etc.

“We are what we repeatedly do; excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.”
(A quote often mis-attributed to Aristotle from Will Durant’s summation of Aristotle’s ideas, but a great quote all the same!)

This process encourages children to learn about lateral thinking and the ability to consider things in a 
new light, so as not to get automatically upset or catastrophize when things don’t always go to plan. 

They learn to ‘look for the good’.

We know and appreciate that he curriculum is jam packed and that some teachers may overlook 
this process as ‘yet another thing to do’ in each busy day.

Although ... you may like to consider this ...

When you start each day with the FabFirst5 process – just imagine:

 • how much more focussed your students will be;

 • how much easier it will be to get through the curriculum;

 • how this will help calm down those children who are 
   experiencing difficulties and

 • how this will impact their lives in the longer term.



It only takes 5 minutes and the effects can last a life time!

Here are some interesting things to ponder ...     
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ocus determines your outcomes.

chieve much more in each school day? 

uild confidence, resilience and problem-solving skills.            

plift your students’ spirits daily with this process.

earn positive habits that they can use for life! 

 pportunities for success are unlimited.                         

 may be the only positive influence in a child’s life     

ee, feel and hear the difference in your classroom!
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